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EMR Release: Effective March 22, 2022

On a Personal Note 
Please take time to read through several important new and upcoming

changes in this newsletter. Not all articles pertain to all people, so

please scan headlines and read those things specific to your practice. I

am particularly excited about our new blog that will be coming out in

May to communicate EMR changes and enhancements. I think it will be

a good way for you to quickly learn about any new functionality. It will

also be easier to search old articles/posts so you can find "how to"

information you may need at the point of care.  

We have a new way to access our AvoMD clinical guidelines online.

There will now be an AvoMD link in your tool bar in FirstNet and

PowerChart.

Please read about the upcoming Cerner downtime April 8th from 1-5

am. Reach out if you have any questions.

Deb

EMR/Cerner Application Scheduled Downtime

The EMR/Cerner application will be upgraded Friday, April 8. During

this upgrade, the core Cerner applications (e.g. PowerChart, FirstNet,

Patient Registration, PharmNet, RadNet, etc.) will be unavailable

beginning at 0100 until 0500 and downtime procedures need to be

followed.  

This upgrade is background maintenance. There will be no

functionality/workflow changes.

Prior to the downtime, patient care units will be notified by Cisco

phone message in addition to an automated message to the

department's main phone number. Ancillary departments (i.e. lab,

patient registration, pharmacy, and radiology) will receive an

automated message to their main phone number.

Patient specific  MARs and a blank MAR will print to each unit prior to

the start of the downtime window.

Click here to watch a short video about Downtime Procedures. 

New Blog to Communicate EMR Release
Information 
A new EMR News & Updates Blog will be introduced with the Cerner

Release on May 3, 2022. The new blog replaces both EMR newsletters

(CMIO Connections and On The Record) distributed to clinical staff to

communicate EMR release information. 

You will receive an email notification when items are added to the EMR

News & Updates Blog on Star Net.

The new EMR News & Updates Blog will contain new features:

View current release topics sorted by date

Ability to search all news

Sort news by role (Nursing/Multidisciplinary and Professional

staff)

Sort news by month 

Sort by popular tags (suggested key words) 

View most popular topics 

The new EMR News & Updates Blog will be available on the EMR

Center page on Star Net in May.

COVID-19 Screening Documentation Updates
The COVID-19 Screening section of the Pre-op Assessment Record

and Procedural Sedation - Pre Assessment PowerForms have

been updated.

Click here for the details of how this information is documented and

where it will display within the patient's chart.

Confidential Telehealth Note
Creating a Confidential Telehealth note: 

1. In the Create Note section of your Workflow Summary, click More and

select Confidential or Confidential Addendum.

2. Add the appropriate Telehealth dot phrase to the end of your

documentation:

Telephone: .telemedbyTELEPHONE 

Video: .telemedbyTELEVIDEO

3. Click Sign/Submit and change the title to Confidential Telehealth

Note or Confidential Telehealth Addendum.

Note: There are no specialty specific Confidential Telehealth note

types. Having one Confidential Telehealth note type across Children's

will improve the ability to search for and locate documentation.   

New Height Confirmation Alert
A new Height Confirmation Alert will display if:

Height entered is a substantial change from previously

documented height

Height entered is outside of the CDC range

This new height confirmation alert is in addition to the weight alerts

that are already in place. Both height and weight alerts will cross

encounters and aid in the prevention of medication dosing errors.  

Updates to Asthma Action Plan

The Asthma Action Plan has been enhanced to include the following

features:

Medications can be adjusted in Green Zone, Yellow Zone, and

Red Zone 

Note: Enter medication frequency for all asthma medications

prescribed. This is to ensure that patients/families receive

complete instructions.

Electronic Signature will display in English and Spanish

Printing Guidelines will display with instructions for initial and

subsequent printing

Updated MIS-C Guidelines
Updates have been made to the MIS-C guidelines, and as a result, there

have been small changes to the MIS-C order sets for the ED, PICU, and

Hospitalists. 

Changes for All Areas:

New lab tiering for tier 2 (PICU vs. floor)

Changes for Med/Surg and PICU:

Immunology Consult Order Pre-checked

Note: Comment section will include protocol details for

requesting consult with immunology

IVIG max dosing defined

See the updated MIS-C Guidelines here 

Note: this particular link must be accessed from a Children's device.

AvoMD Clinical Guildelines Link Available
Within Cerner
The Clinical Informatics Council has decided to remove the Non-

Urgent Issues button from the Links Toolbar in FirstNet, PowerChart

and SA Anesthesia. This space on the toolbar will be replaced with

AvoMD-Clinical Guidelines to provide clinicians with rapid access to

the Children's Clinical Guidelines interactive website.

The Children's Clinical Guidelines and Decision Support can also be

found:

Children's Clinical Guidelines and Decision Support (StarNet Link)

AvoMD (direct access) 

Children's Pharmacy Names
The Children's MN pharmacy names have been updated. The new

names follow a consistent pattern which simplifies the pharmacy look-

up process.

To easily locate the Children's Pharmacy locations, type the following

information in the Search tab fields:

Pharmacy Name: Childrens (no apostrophe) 

State: MN 

Available Children's Pharmacies include: 

Childrens MN MPLS OUTpatient 

Childrens MN MPLS INPT/After-hours 

Childrens MN STP OUTpatient (24hrs) 

Childrens MN HOMECARE Pharm 

Cerner File Management on Network Drives 
As a part of the Modern Workforce initiative, the content on network

drives F:, G:, and T: will be moved to their own cloud space in the

Microsoft environment (OneDrive or Teams & Channels).

To ensure a smooth transition, any workflows or applications that

transfer information between Cerner and a network drive will need to

be modified ahead of time. An example of transferring information

into Cerner is attaching a file from the F:, G:, or T: drive to a Message

Center message. An example of transferring information out of Cerner

is saving a report or document to the F:, G:, or T: drive.

If someone in your area uses a network drive to transfer data to or

from Cerner, please provide details in the form accessed here.  

CMIO Archive

Browse previous CMIO

Connections. 
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